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Effects of an ionic liquid and processing conditions on the β-polymorph crystal formation in poly(vinylidene fluoride)

Tom Pickford, Xu Gu, Ellen L. Heeley and Chaoying Wan

The piezoelectric properties of poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) are determined by the prevalence and orientation of its polar β-crystal phase, which can be tuned by processing conditions, additives, mechanical stretching or post-treatment. Here, the effects of three types of processing conditions on the crystalline structure evolution of PVDF were investigated; electrospinning, solution-casting and melt-compression. An ionic liquid (1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride (AMIM)) used as an additive in aiding the electrospinning process, also affected the crystalline structure of the electrospun PVDF nanofibers. The total crystallinity, crystalline phase content and dielectric properties of the PVDF samples prepared by the different conditions were evaluated. The FTIR and DSC analyses show that the melt-compressed PVDF contains a high proportion of the paraelectric α-phase with a low total crystallinity, whereas the solution-cast PVDF contains a high proportion of polar γ-phase and a higher total crystallinity. In the case of the electrospun PVDF nanofibers, the addition of AMIM improved the morphology, uniformity and promoted the formation of the polar β and γ crystalline phases. X-Ray scattering analysis refined the crystal phase contents derived from FTIR, and also determined the ordered lamellar macromorphology formed by the three processing techniques. Furthermore, AMIM enhanced the a.c. conductivity and relative permittivity of the electrospun PVDF nanofibres by an order of magnitude, showing the effectiveness of using the ionic liquid AMIM, to improve the morphology and properties of electrospun PVDF nanofibers.

1. Introduction

Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) is a semi-crystalline piezoelectric polymer with good mechanical strength, flexibility and chemical resistance. PVDF has several crystalline polymorphs, the most common being denoted as the α, β and γ-phases. The α-phase has a trans–gauche conformation and is the most thermodynamically stable form, whereas the β-phase conformation is all trans and the γ-phase is trans–trans–trans–gauche. The phase that predominates in the polymer depends upon the processing conditions. The α-phase is generally formed above the Curie temperature of PVDF (170 °C), or at rapid cooling rates. The α-phase is transformed into the β-phase under mechanical deformation, high pressure and temperatures and applying high electric fields during processing. The γ-phase can be obtained from the α-phase but requires high annealing temperatures and again mechanical deformation. In previous studies, the relationships between processing parameters and crystalline transitions in PVDF have been investigated both theoretically and experimentally. It is often speculated that the formation of the α-phase and subsequent relaxation to the β-phase is a primary mechanism for β-phase formation. Alternatively, in solution, the α and β-phases may relax to the γ-phase when using highly polar solvents or high casting temperatures. Furthermore, the addition of polar additives to melts or solutions of PVDF, or application of electric fields are seen to amplify this relaxation process.

PVDF has attracted great interest in the field of energy harvesting as a flexible piezoelectric material due to its piezoelectric properties, which originate from the polar β-crystal conformation of its crystalline structure. A high proportion of the β-phase in PVDF, can increase the relative permittivity by over 10 fold. Thus, various methods have been employed to enhance formation of the β-phase while suppressing the paraelectric α-phase in PVDF; via tailoring the polymer chain structure, optimising processing parameters (temperature, pressure, cooling rate and by applying shearing forces) or by use of post-treatment techniques. Furthermore, the addition of nanoparticles such as carbon nanotubes or ferrite particles can also significantly enhance the relative permittivity of PVDF and its copolymers.
Solution-casting and melt-compression are two typical polymer processing techniques for PVDF. Solution-casting using highly polar, low boiling point solutions or melt-compression with high pressures, high temperatures and rapid cooling rates can all promote β-phase formation in the polymer.\(^{6,26-28}\) However, the relationship between processing parameters and optimal crystallisation conditions is still not fully understood. Moreover, electrospinning can also promote the formation of the β-phase in PVDF nanofibers. As such, electrospun PVDF has been used in the fields of medicine, environmental engineering and energy.\(^{29-31}\) The high shearing and electrostatic forces exerted on the polymer jet by the electrostatic field is effective at promoting β-phase crystallisation within the PVDF nanofibres\(^{32}\) whereby the negatively charged CF\(_2\) groups align themselves within the solution stream as it travels toward the collector, enhancing the trans β-phase formation. This eliminates the need for post-processing shearing and annealing, often used to increase the piezoelectric coefficient in PVDF films.\(^{33-35}\)

Electrospun fibre membranes often exhibit very high piezoelectric coefficients due to the electrical poling of the fibres during spinning, the electrical poling induced by the electrostatic field used to form the fibres causes alignment of the PVDF molecules into a dipolar configuration as the solvent dries, eliminating the need for poling post-processing.\(^{36}\) Also, rapid evaporation of the volatile solvents used during electrospinning causes rapid formation of the β-phase, similar to solution-casting.\(^{9,20,26}\) Finally, the high mechanical stress exerted on the nanofibres during electrospinning along with the poling effect greatly induces dipole formation, leading to a high proportion of electroactive β-phase content.\(^{11,15}\) Thus, electrospinning is advantageous in utilizing a combination of polar solvents, electrical poling and mechanical stretching to maximise the electroactive phase content in a single processing step.

The key challenge with electrospinning PVDF is in optimising the processing parameters to maximise the β-phase content, which largely involves achieving stable spinning at high voltages to form thin nanofibres. Spinning thin fibres causes the formation of nanoscale ordered crystalline domains within the nanofibres oriented along the fibre axis.\(^{37,38}\) Similarly, the solution properties must be fine-tuned to achieve high quality fibres, as balancing the viscosity and conductivity of the solution in turn determines the flow rate-voltage balance.

This work is to investigate the effects of three processing methods (electrospinning, solution-casting and melt-compression) on the crystal polymorph transitions of PVDF. An ionic liquid 1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride (AMIM) was used to improve the electrospinning process, its effect on the fibre morphology and crystalline structure are discussed. The morphology of the electrospun fibres was characterised with scanning electron microscopy (SEM), while the crystalline structure was characterised using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), small- and wide-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS/WAXS) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). Finally, the dielectric properties of the PVDF nanofibres were measured using electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS).

2. Experimental

2.1 Materials

Commercial poly(vinylidene fluoride) pellets (PVDF, Kynar 740, \(T_g = -40\) °C, \(T_m = 168\) °C) used for fabrication of all samples was purchased from Arkema. Dimethylformamide, DMF (\(>99\%\)) was purchased from Fisher Scientific UK. Acetone was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, UK and 1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride (AMIM, 98\%) was purchased from Aldrich. Carbon black grease, used for electrical impedance spectroscopy, was purchased from MG Chemicals, UK.

2.2 Sample preparation

PVDF samples were prepared by three different methods: solution-casting, melt-compression and electrospinning. For solution-casting, PVDF and PVDF/AMIM (1 wt%) solutions were directly cast onto glass dishes and dried under vacuum at 60 °C for 24 hours. The resulting film thickness was approximately 120 ± 50 μm. Dried PVDF and PVDF/AMIM films were further melt-compressed at 190 °C, under 8 MPa for 5 minutes. The thickness of resultant samples was approximately 120 ± 50 μm.

Electrospun PVDF nanofibres were prepared with the Spraybase CAT000001 electrospinning instrument. Firstly, PVDF pellets were dissolved in DMF at 60 °C for at least 6 hours under magnetic stirring to form a homogeneous solution. After cooling down to room temperature, acetone was added to form a 3:7 volumetric ratio to DMF, and the solution was stirred for further 12 hours. To study the effects of additives, AMIM was added at 1 wt% and 3 wt% to the solutions during the stirring process. PVDF fibre membranes were electrospun with a spinneret-collector distance of 15 cm with a range of voltage and spinning rates in order to determine the optimal spinning conditions for stable fibres.

Ionic liquids (ILs), can significantly ease electrospinning and improve nanofibre morphologies even at these low loadings, while also increasing conductivity of the nanofibre membranes due to their ionic nature.\(^{10,39,40}\) ILs are also easily dispersed in comparison to many solid nanofillers, which tend to agglomerate or stack in the electrospinning solution, and also alter the morphology of the nanofibres. AMIM was selected over other ILs after it was found that it produced better enhancements to nanofibre morphology at low concentrations.

2.3 Characterisation

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was performed on all samples using a Bruker Tensor 27 in a wavenumber range of 500–4000 cm\(^{-1}\). Samples were cut and removed from substrates, and an ambient background reading was subtracted from each spectrum. Phase content may be estimated with the method detailed by Cai et al.\(^{41}\) Firstly, a total ‘electroactive’ (EA) phase content – the sum of β and γ-phase contents, \(\%\) EA – is firstly found by comparing the strong (β + γ) peak at 840 cm\(^{-1}\) to the α-phase peak at 763
Scattering (2D SAXS/WAXS) data was collected using a Xenocs of the two phases.

The 1D correlation functions were computed by the extrapolation of the 1D SAXS profile (q → ∞) according to Porod's law and a Guinier model back extrapolation (q → 0). The correlation function analysis assumes an ideal two-phase lamellar morphology of the PVDF polymer and various parameters including long period $L_p$, crystalline layer thickness $H_p$, amorphous layer thickness $S_p$, and estimated bulk percent crystallinity $X_p$ can be extracted.42,44,46

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging was performed using a Carl Zeiss Sigma field instrument at voltages of 5.00–10.00 kV. Samples were sputter coated using an Au/Pd target to a thickness of ~5 nm.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was performed using a Mettler Toledo STAR† instrument on samples weighing ~10 mg under a nitrogen atmosphere at a flow rate of 20 cm$^3$ min$^{-1}$. Samples were subjected to a heating and cooling cycle between ~50 to 230 °C at a rate of 10 °C min$^{-1}$.

Electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were carried out using a Princeton Applied Research Parstat MC with a PMC-2000 card and a two-point probe. Samples were coated with silver paint in order to fix the conductive area. Measurements were taken between 10$^3$ to 10$^5$ Hz.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Effects of an ionic liquid on the morphology of electrospun PVDF nanofibres

The selection of an appropriate solvent is necessary for electrospinning homogeneous nanofibres. Here, DMF was used due to its moderate boiling point and evaporation rate which promotes the production of homogenous fibres. Acetone was initially added to increase the solvent volatility and assist in fibre formation.47−49 This may also serve to promote β-phase formation due to rapid solvent evaporation.6,22 However, the presence of acetone in the PVDF/DMF solution of 20 wt% made the electrospinning process unstable and generally resulted in the formation of beads rather than fibres, as observed by SEM in Fig. S1 in the ESI.† In the absence of acetone, the PVDF/DMF (20 wt%) solution can be electrospun into more homogeneous nanofibres with relatively few beads, with average diameter of 50−200 nm (Fig. 1a). The optimisation of the electrospinning process is further detailed in the ESI.†

The ionic liquid 1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride (AMIM) was incorporated into the PVDF/DMF solution to improve the conductivity of the solution and assist the electrospinning process. The morphologies of the electrospun PVDF fibres are shown in Fig. 1. The resultant fibre diameters were ~100 nm in all samples, although the range distribution of diameters became more uniform upon the addition of AMIM, 100 ± 30 nm (Fig. 1b and c), compared to the neat PVDF fibres which are in the range of 50 nm up to 200 nm (Fig. 1a). AMIM clearly improves the nanofibre morphology, with fewer beads compared with the neat PVDF nanofibre. Moreover, the PVDF/AMIM nanofibres possess a more uniform diameter distribution of 50−150 nm with a lower mean diameter of ~90 nm. It was found that 1 wt% AMIM addition was sufficient to form (almost) beadless fibres (Fig. 1b). Increasing
the amount of AMIM to 3 wt% (Fig. 1(c)) adversely affects the fibre quality, with more beads and lower uniformity seen in the membrane. This may be due to the limited compatibility of AMIM with PVDF, leading to inhomogeneity in the solution conductivity and the fibre formation process at higher AMIM content.37

3.2 Crystallinity of PVDF samples

3.2.1 Thermal analysis of PVDF and PVDF/AMIM composites. DSC was used to calculate the overall crystallinity of the PVDF and PVDF/AMIM samples. The crystallinity $X_{dsc}$ of a sample with melting enthalpy $\Delta H_m$, is calculated from eqn (4):

$$X_{dsc} = \frac{\Delta H_m}{\Delta H_0}$$

where $\Delta H_0$ (104.6 J g$^{-1}$) is the melting enthalpy of 100% crystalline PVDF.50 The values of the melting point $T_m$, crystallization point $T_c$, and total crystallinities $X_{dsc}$ of the neat PVDF and PVDF/AMIM samples are collated in Table 1. Fig. 2 shows the heating and cooling thermograms of the pure PVDF and PVDF/AMIM samples produced by the three different processing techniques.

Comparing the values of $T_m$, the PVDF/AMIM melt-compressed and solution-cast samples peaked at $\sim$173 °C, while the corresponding neat PVDF solution-cast and melt-compressed samples peaked at $\sim$170 °C and $\sim$167 °C, respectively. A higher $T_m$ is often referred to as being indicative of the β-phase.51,52 However, the value of $T_m$ is dependent on the crystallisation history of the material, and so $T_m$ alone does not provide a complete qualitative description of the phase content.3,6

In Fig. 2(a), the melting peak of all the pure PVDF samples are relatively broad indicating a range of crystallize sizes, crystal perfection and phases are present. In Fig. 2(b), (and Table 1), AMIM is also seen to increase $T_m$ by $\sim$3 °C in all of the samples, and thus AMIM is seen to unilaterally increase $T_m$ compared to the neat PVDF samples. However, it should be noted that the electrospun PVDF/AMIM melting peak (Fig. 2(b)) is quite broad (consisting of several shoulders) compared with the neat electrospun PVDF sample, implying a more diverse crystallite structure. Anousheh et al. suggest that in pure crystals α-phase PVDF displays a higher temperature melting peak, but that regiosomeric defects in the material will influence the melting peak of the α-phase more so than the β-phase.53 Hence, greater disorder may shift the α-phase melting peak down towards that of the β-phase, causing the illusion of a high β-phase content. We expect that in the PVDF/AMIM electrospun sample, the defect proportion will be lower than that of the other samples, leading to an initial β-phase melting peak at 169 °C, and an α-phase peak at 173 °C, matching the melt-compressed and solution-cast PVDF/AMIM melting peaks (Fig. 2(b)).

From the data in Table 1 and melting enthalpies of the DSC thermograms, it was found that the addition of AMIM to the electrospun PVDF enhances $X_{dsc}$ by 5%. The improved fibre morphology consisting of thinner fibres and a low number of beads likely induces a higher degree of molecular ordering in the fibres correlating with a higher $X_{dsc}$. The β-phase content will also be higher in the more uniform nanofibres as the large electrostatic forces exerted on the polymer during fibre formation induces the formation of the polar β-phase. This is seen as a shoulder in the melting thermogram of electrospun PVDF/AMIM (Fig. 2(b)).

Xing et al. observed a broadening in their melting peaks as the concentration of the ionic liquid in their melt blended PVDF increases, although this is only observed in our electrospun sample.59 In fact, the inverse is seen in our solution-cast and melt-compressed samples; the peaks are made thinner

![Fig. 1](image)

**Fig. 1** SEM micrographs of electrospun PVDF fibres containing (a) no additives, spun at a flow rate 3 ml h$^{-1}$ and a voltage of 12.7 kV; (b) 1 wt% AMIM and (c) 3 wt% AMIM spun at a flow rate of 1.5 ml h$^{-1}$ with a voltage of 7.4–8 kV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$T_m$/°C</th>
<th>$X_{dsc}$/%</th>
<th>$T_c$/°C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PVDF melt-compressed</td>
<td>167.3</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>136.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVDF solution-cast</td>
<td>170.2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>137.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVDF electrospun</td>
<td>166.5</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>136.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVDF/AMIM melt-compressed</td>
<td>173.1</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>139.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVDF/AMIM solution-cast</td>
<td>173.0</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>136.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVDF/AMIM electrospun</td>
<td>169$^a$</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>134.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Very broad melting peak seen due to presence of multiple phases. Value given is at the absolute peak.
with the addition of AMIM, and the melting enthalpy gives a higher $X_{\text{dsc}}$. The low $X_{\text{dsc}}$ and spread of crystalline phases in the neat PVDF melt-compressed sample will contribute to the broader peak. Furthermore, the melt-compressed samples (with and without AMIM), showed noticeably lower values of $X_{\text{dsc}}$ than samples made by other processing methods. This may be due to the high temperature used in the process, which keeps the PVDF in a less viscous solution during crystallisation, promoting the formation of the high bonding energy and kinetically favourable $\alpha$-phase.$^8,^5,^3$

The solution-cast samples show similar or higher crystallinity than those which were electrospun, although the sharp peaks in both samples indicates a low variation in crystallite sizes and greater crystalline perfection. This is supported by the $X_{\text{dsc}}$ values being the greatest from this method within the neat PVDF and PVDF/AMIM sample sets. The solution-cast samples show a sharpening and an upward shift of the melting peak by 3 °C with the addition of AMIM. The broader form and small hump on the neat solution-cast melting peak is likely due to the lower crystallinity measured in this sample.$^6$ Surprisingly however, there is no indication of the $\gamma$-phase in the melting peak, as this generally appears between 180–190 °C. This may indicate a transition of the $\gamma$-phase to the $\alpha$-phase during the heating or melting process. Generally, the high temperature and sharp form of the solution-cast melting peak compared to the other methods with and without AMIM, may also imply a lack of the $\beta$-phase compared to the other samples.

The crystallisation peaks (Fig. 2(c and d)) offers some insight into the effects of AMIM on the nucleation and crystal phase formation in the samples. The electrospun samples show only a slight difference in $T_c$ on the addition of AMIM, although the peak broadens considerably, implying that AMIM slows and diversifies the nucleation processes. As for the solution-cast samples, the addition of AMIM has a less significant effect on $T_c$ and has little effect on the form of the peak, thus AMIM seems to make a minimal difference to nucleation and recrystallisation process. Conversely, the melt-compressed samples show a large increase in $T_c$ of 3.0 °C and a sharper peak with AMIM addition. This implies that the AMIM has acted as a nucleating agent and has induced a crystallisation processes not seen in the other samples to any extent.

### 3.2.2 Identification of PVDF crystal phases by FTIR.

FTIR analysis was used to characterise the crystal phase formation in PVDF samples prepared by the three different methods. The spectra are shown in Fig. 3, while the differences in crystalline phase composition with each processing method are collated in Table 2. For the neat PVDF samples (Fig. 3(a and b)), comparing the melt-compressed and electrospun samples, while they show similar $\alpha$-phase and $\beta + \gamma$-phase fractions, the electrospun sample lacks signatures of the $\gamma$-phase. It can be inferred that the $\beta$ to $\gamma$-phase relaxation is occurring in the melt-compressed samples before a significant proportion of the solvent has boiled off, but not enough to have removed all of the $\beta$-phase content. Conversely, this relaxation is being

---

**Fig. 2** DSC heating thermograms of (a) neat PVDF and (b) PVDF/AMIM; and cooling thermograms of (c) neat PVDF and (d) PVDF/AMIM fabricated by various processing methods (note that the absolute value of the heat flow is arbitrary).
inhibited in the electrospun samples in the early stages of fibre formation, preventing the formation of any significant amount of the γ-phase. This can be concluded from the presence of the peak at 833 cm$^{-1}$ shown in Fig. 3(c) – ascribed to γ-phase crystallites formed by this relaxation – which is seen in the melt-compressed but not in the electrospun sample. The electric field poling during electrospinning may prevent this relaxation, while the faster solvent evaporation rate in melt-compression likely assists in stopping γ-phase formation as solution viscosity increases too quickly for the β to γ-phase relaxation to occur. As a result, the β-phase content by melt-compression is ~18% lower than neat PVDF obtained by electrospinning. However, the high pressure forces exerted on the PVDF during melt-compression facilitates the confirmation from α-phase to β-phase, meaning the β-phase content is still significant.

When comparing the neat PVDF solution-cast sample to both the melt-compressed and electrospun PVDF (Fig. 3(a and b)), the α-phase signatures at 763 and 614 cm$^{-1}$ are both diminished, while the 833 cm$^{-1}$ and 1234 cm$^{-1}$ γ-phase peaks dominate the 840 cm$^{-1}$ and 1275 cm$^{-1}$ β-phase peaks respectively. Due to the slow evaporation rate during solution-casting, the β to γ-phase relaxation occurs considerably, resulting in a high γ-phase content and the strong 833 cm$^{-1}$ β to γ-phase relaxation peak.

In the PVDF/AMIM samples, shown in Fig. 3(c), the 833 cm$^{-1}$ β to γ relaxation peak is not seen in either the melt-compressed or electrospun sample. In fact, in the melt-compressed samples, the electroactive phase content was decreased as a result of AMIM addition. The solution-cast samples, both with and without AMIM, instead show strong peaks in the γ-phase. It is likely α or β to γ-phase transitions are prominent during the crystallisation process and that the solvent conditions did not encourage β-phase formation. This is confirmed by the strong 833 cm$^{-1}$ γ peak seen in the neat solution-cast sample. Interestingly, the phase content shows no change when AMIM is added to the solution, and the 833 cm$^{-1}$ peak is far less prominent. A low rate of solvent evaporation is likely to have occurred in these samples, providing an environment for γ-phase formation. Since there are no other processing conditions during solution-casting which promote the formation of other phases (such as the lack of mechanical stress), the γ-phase seems to completely dominate these samples. However, the lack of detectability of the β-phase from this FTIR likely means that its content is underestimated.

As seen in Table 2, the addition of AMIM to the electrospinning solution clearly increases the electroactive phase composition, with β + γ-phase contents of over 70%. As expected, the highest α-phase content is in the neat PVDF electrospun sample, whereas the lowest is seen in the PVDF/AMIM samples.

### 3.2.3 2D SAXS/WAXS

Fig. 4 shows the 2D SAXS/WAXS data for the pure PVDF and PVDF/AMIM composite samples prepared by the three different processing techniques. SAXS gives information on the macromorphology of the sample, that is, the long-range ordering and dimensions of the amorphous and crystalline lamellar layers, whereas WAXS probes the unit cell dimensions and crystal phases (micromorphology), present in the PVDF. The 2D SAXS shows isotropic scattering around the central beam stop for all samples, confirming that there was no preferred orientation of the crystalline structure induced by any of the processing methods. The 2D SAXS for pure PVDF shows that the macro-scale crystalline structure is affected by the processing conditions; the solution-cast and electrospun samples have broad diffuse scattering ring whereas the melt-compressed sample has an intense more concentrated scattering ring. The scattering rings also change on addition of AMIM, making the ring more diffuse in all cases.
The corresponding isotropic 2D WAXS scattering for the pure PVDF and PVDF/AMIM, have some of the major Bragg reflections indexed on the patterns for the \(\alpha\), \(\beta\) and \(\gamma\) crystal phases of the polymer.\(^{34}\) Again, the different processing methods affect the major crystalline phase occurring in the polymer. The solution-cast samples (with and without AMIM) shows mainly the \(\beta\) and \(\gamma\) crystal phases predominate in the PVDF. However, both the pure PVDF melt-compression and electrospun samples are predominantly composed of the \(\alpha\) and \(\gamma\) crystal phases. On addition of AMIM, the crystal phase shifts largely to the \(\beta\) and \(\gamma\) crystal phases. To gain further insight in to both the macro and micromorphology of the PVDF and composites 1D SAXS/WAXS profiles were obtained from the 2D patterns in Fig. 4.

**3.2.4 1D SAXS/WAXS.** Fig. 5(a) compares the 1D Lorentz corrected SAXS profiles for the pure PVDF from the three different processing conditions. The scattering peak relates to the average crystalline and amorphous layer periodicity or long period (\(L_p\)) of the PVDF. The scattering peak in the profiles is seen to broaden and shift to higher \(q\) range with the different processing techniques. The solution-cast and electrospun SAXS profiles give a peak maximum at \(q \sim 0.1\) \(\text{Å}^{-1}\), correlating to a \(L_p = 63\) A; whereas the melt-compressed sample gives a peak maximum at \(q \sim 0.055\) \(\text{Å}^{-1}\) and \(L_p = 114\) A. The scattering peak tends to broaden can shift to lower \(q\) slightly on addition of AMIM in all samples as show in Fig. 5(b). Furthermore, for the solution cast sample, a very broad and weak second peak is observed between \(q \sim 0.03\)–
0.06 Å⁻¹, which is likely to be the scattering from the AMIN additive.

To obtain details about the crystalline macrostructure of the PVDF, 1D correlation functions were computed from the 1D SAXS profiles. Fig. 5(c) shows an example 1D correlation function for pure solution-cast PVDF. This allows the extraction of parameters (as labelled in Fig. 5(c)) such as a more accurate determination of the long period, \( L_p \), the crystalline and amorphous layer thicknesses, \( H_a \) and \( S_o \) respectively, and estimated bulk percent crystallinity \( X_c \) to be obtained. The bulk crystallinity \( X_c \) is determined from the correlation function by way of eqn (5):

\[
x_c = \frac{\gamma_{\text{min}}}{(\gamma_{\text{min}} + \gamma^*)}
\]

where \( \gamma_{\text{min}} \) is the first minimum in the correlation function profile and \( \gamma^* \) is the value where the linear fit to the initial part of the curve is extrapolated to \( R = 0 \) (as annotated on Fig. 5(c)).

Table 3 collates the correlation function analysis data from the 1D SAXS profiles. However, some of the data did not give reliable fits to the model and so the lamellar parameters could not be extracted in those cases from the correlation function. Comparing the results for the pure PVDF melt-compressed and solution-cast samples, the \( L_p \) is clearly reduced in the solution-cast sample and there is a reduction in the amorphous layer thickness but no real change in the crystalline lamellae layer. This results in an increased bulk crystallinity, \( X_c \). Hence, the solution-casting processing technique tends to induce more crystallinity in the PVDF sample compared with the in the melt-compressed processing technique. However, with the addition of AMIM to the melt-compressed sample, we observe a decrease in \( L_p \), which is due to an increase in crystalline layer thickness (and reduction of amorphous layer thickness), which increases \( X_c \) slightly. Similarly, Xing et al. showed that the addition of ILs in to PVDF, increased the scattering intensity of SAXS and shifted the \( L_p \) to lower \( q \) values and concluded that the ILs reside in the amorphous fraction of the macrostructure. Here, the addition of AMIM influences the total crystallinity (as seen in DSC, Fig. 2) and crystallite size, potentially acting as a nucleating agent as well as inducing \( \beta \)-phase formation.

1D WAXS is used to confirm the prominence of the different crystal phases, which have been identified with FTIR, for the three processing methods and addition of AMIM. Fig. 6, shows the 1D WAXS for all samples highlighting the major peaks for the \( \alpha \), \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \)-phases. A full breakdown of the crystallographic planes identified from the 1D WAXS profiles for all samples is provided in Table S1 of the ESL. From the data in Table S1, the three different processing methods of neat PVDF influence the crystal phase content, although it is seen that all samples have mixtures of the three major crystalline phases. Typically, the \( \alpha \)-phase tends to dominate in the electrospun and melt-compressed neat PVDF samples, whereas the \( \beta \)-phase is dominant in the electrospun PVDF/AMIM samples. The solution-cast neat PVDF and PVDF/AMIM show that the \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \)-phases are prevalent in these samples due to the fast solvent evaporation at low temperatures. The 1D WAXS profiles for the electrospun samples are shown in Fig. 6(a and b). The \( \alpha \)-phase signature in both samples is present but appears to be more dominant in the neat PVDF sample. The \( \alpha \)-phase (120)/(012) peak at 26.6° is particular is absent in the PVDF/AMIM sample, but strong in the neat PVDF. Conversely, the \( \gamma \) phase peaks in the region of 38.8° to 42° are enhanced the PVDF/AMIM sample. Fig. 6(b) displays the form of the peaks around 20°. The \( \beta \)-phase signature is identified by the (110) peak at 20.6°, which is partially obscured by peaks at 20.0° and 20.3°, representing the (110) \( \alpha \)-phase and \( \gamma \)-phase respectively. The PVDF/AMIM sample clearly shows a broader form to this peak, implying significant amounts of all three crystalline phases are present but the \( \beta \)-phase is mainly dominant, which agrees with the FTIR analysis.

The 1D-WAXS profiles of the solution-cast samples (Fig. 6(c and d)) show a high proportion of the \( \gamma \)-phase with little to no \( \alpha \)-phase signature, again supported by the FTIR data. The position of the (110) peak at 20–21°, shown in Fig. 6(d), highlights the \( \gamma \)-phase is dominant in both samples. The data also shows the (310) \( \beta \)-phase peaks in both samples, confirming at least a partial split in the electroactive phase content undetectable by FTIR. Therefore, the addition of AMIM to the casting solution seems to have little effect on the phase content of PVDF, again this agrees with the FTIR data.

The 1D-WAXS profiles of both melt-compressed samples in Fig. 6(e and f), predominantly show \( \alpha \)-phase signatures. These are more prominent in the neat PVDF data. On the addition of AMIM the proportion of the \( \beta \)-phase content is increased, where the combined \( \alpha \)-\( \beta \) peaks around 35.9–36.3° are shifted toward higher 2θ, implying a high proportion of the \( \beta \)-phase is present. Similarly, the combined peaks around 20.0–20.6° (shown in Fig. 6(f)) are shifted toward higher 2θ, also confirming a \( \beta \) and/or \( \gamma \)-phase enhancement. Again, the addition of AMIM was seen to increase \( \beta \)-phase content in our FTIR data. Finally, the peaks around the 32–34° region in the neat melt-compressed sample correspond with the (121) and (130) crystallographic planes of the \( \delta \)-phase; a more elusive phase similar to the \( \alpha \) conformation, but with alternate molecules rotated by 180° in the unit cell. Similarly, the neat PVDF solution-cast sample shows (041) and (221) \( \delta \)-phase signatures around 42–43°.

Table 3 1D SAXS correlation function results for PVDF and AMIM composites where the fits where reliable and lamellar parameters could be extracted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>( L_p / \text{Å} )</th>
<th>( H_a / \text{Å} )</th>
<th>( S_o / \text{Å} )</th>
<th>( X_c ) (±2)/%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PVDF melt-compressed</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVDF solution-cast</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVDF/AMIM melt-compressed</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
forms, (monoclinic to orthorhombic respectively). Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the AMIM is not incorporated into the PVDF unit cell, but will be part of the amorphous region in the lamellar macrostructure.41

From the FTIR and SAXS/WAXS data here, it can be concluded that while the solution-cast samples have an electroactive phase content just as high as the best electrospun samples, electrospinning with an ionic substance remains the most reliable method for producing a high β-phase fraction.

3.3 Electrical properties of PVDF nanofibre membranes

The effect of AMIM on the electrical properties of the PVDF nanofibres was investigated, shown in Fig. 7. Both the conductivity and relative permittivity of the PVDF nanofibres increase by almost an order of magnitude when spun with AMIM. The more homogenous fibre structure of the PVDF/AMIM samples forms due to stable electrospinning in which the electric field exerts a force on the polymer jet constant in time and position. This should increase the degree of crystalline order within the fibres, likely contributing to the higher conductivity, as demonstrated by the larger crystallinity seen in Table 1. Similarly, the electroactive phase content of the AMIM incorporated fibres (Table 2) will be a key component of this enhancement.

The incorporation of an ionic substance into the fibres leads to a higher charge mobility, as their presence in the polymer matrix should impede the accumulation of static
charges on the polymer surface.\textsuperscript{55,56} Xing et al. report an order of magnitude decrease to the volume resistivity of their PVDF/ionic liquid melt mixed blends when increasing their ionic liquid concentration from 2 wt\% to 4 wt\%, and further order of magnitude drops when increased to 10 wt\% and 20 wt\% in turn, while they were unable to probe the conductivity in their neat PVDF, which they attribute to electrostatic charge build-up.\textsuperscript{39} They later report that similar conductivity enhancements were seen in their PVDF/ionic liquid electrospun fibres at the same ionic liquid contents due to a decrease in surface charge accumulation. This leads to a conductive, hydrophobic, porous and piezoelectric polymer membrane, highlighting the multifunctional potential of these materials.\textsuperscript{10} Hence, increasing the proportion of AMIM in our PVDF samples to similar concentrations (e.g. 10 wt\%) could lead to further increases in conductivity. However, it should be noted that the conductivity of the polymer solution needs to be well balanced in the case of electrospinning. A higher conductivity of the solution may cause the solution jet to fall back on to itself between the collector and the spinneret due to charge movement within the jet, inhibiting the formation of beadless, thin and well dispersed fibres.

4. Conclusions

The advantages of electrospinning have been demonstrated by producing neat PVDF nanofibres which exhibit higher $\beta$-phase content compared to melt-compressed and solution-cast samples. The melt-compressed samples are dominant in the paraelectric $\alpha$-phase and possess low total crystallinity, rendering them impractical for piezoelectric applications. Conversely, the solution-cast PVDF films show high $\gamma$-phase content but similarly lacked a significant $\beta$-phase crystalline fraction. Since the solution-cast sample has a slightly higher total crystallinity than the electrospun sample, the technique may be useful if highly crystalline $\gamma$-phase PVDF films are desired.

Furthermore, the ionic liquid AMIM has been shown to assist the electrospinning of PVDF by producing more homogeneous nanofibres with a higher proportion of the electroactive $\beta$-phase. As seen in DSC, AMIM has also had a positive impact on total crystallinity of samples made via solution-casting and melt-compression as well as electrospinning. Interestingly, the solution-cast samples show the highest crystallinity, and the PVDF/AMIM electrospun samples also show a high total crystallinity. Combined with the high $\beta$-phase contents of the samples, electrospinning of PVDF with AMIM is found to be the optimal method of producing crystalline, piezoelectric phase-dominant PVDF.
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